unknown (the thirteenth century is the terminus ante quem non), the question of whether the language of the glosses should be characterized as Old or Middle French must be left open. The fact that Romance words appear transcribed in Hebrew characters does not allow a distinction between these two stages of the language (at least, not for the words contained in the glossary); this point is discussed more fully in section three. 1 That the Romance language represented in the glossary is French, and not Latin or any other Romance language, may be concluded from the following four points:
(1) A rather clear criterion that distinguishes French from other Romance languages is the loss of Latin intervocalic unvoiced plosives, where the other Romance languages show either an earlier stage of Western Romance lenition or (for Eastern Romance languages) the conservation of these sounds. For example, PY'H (no. 20) , 2 stands for some Romance form derived from Latin pica 'magpie'. It cannot be read as Italian pica (DEI 4:2899a) , Spanish pega (DCECH 4:523b), or Occitan piga (FEW 8:423a) , whereas French pie (T-L 7:877; FEW 8:420b; Greimas 456b) is in fact quite plausible.
(2) The Hebrew letter alef (transcribed by the symbol '), originally representing a glottal stop, can be associated with virtually any vowel in Hebrew, but in Romance words, it usually represents either [a] or [e] . In fact, the sequence alef-he, as found in PY'H, was commonly used in Hebrew manuscripts of the Middle Ages to represent French fi nal -e, pronounced [ə] ; 3 see, for example, 'eYDəMiY'əH for et demie 'and a half', MiY'əH for mie (< mica) 'crumb', or PaRT . iY'əH for partie 'part' in Fevres, an Old French medical treatise written in Hebrew letters (cf. Zwink 2006:251-252; Kiwitt 2001:21 ; the treatise is explained in more detail below). 4 Thus pie is the most plausible reading of the form PY 'H. (3) The use of fi nal yod provides a further piece of evidence. The vocalic value of yod in Hebrew is either e or i, but it could also be used as an alternative grapheme to represent fi nal schwa in French, e.g., MeRT . iYLeY for mertile 'blueberry' (also in Fevres; cf. Zwink 2006:251-252) . Thus, the form 'YGLY (no. 1) not only excludes Spanish águila (Herrera 1996, 1:56a) , Catalan aguila (DECLC 1:81a), Portuguese aguia (Morais Silva 1945 1:512b), and Italian aquila (DEI 1:262b), but also Occitan aigla . 5 In this case, French aigle 'eagle' (T-L 1:231; FEW 25-1:72a; Greimas 16a) is the only possible reading.
(4) The manuscript presents words that are found only in French and not in the other Romance languages, for example, 'ŠQWPL' (no. 4) , interpreted as French esco(u)fl e 'kite' (T-L 3:935; FEW 12:8a; Greimas 229b; REW 8003b), from Old Breton *skofl a, with no Romance derivations other than the French variants.
The fact that in this manuscript Hebrew characters have been used to represent non-Hebrew lexical items is not exceptional. Many medieval texts containing examples of Romance words in Hebrew transcription have been transmitted; the languages include Spanish, 6 Catalan, Occitan, 7 Italian, and French (cf. Sala 1998:372ff) . Judeo-Spanish documents are extant in large numbers; French texts in Hebrew characters are less common. Famous examples are the poetic works published in the volume Poèmes judéo-français du Moyen Age (Blondheim 1927 ) and the thirteenth-century medical compilation Fevres, mentioned above, which treats the causes and symptoms of fevers. 8 In contrast to these two works, written entirely in French, we also know of Hebrew texts that contain isolated French words, among them, Sefer Ko'ah . ha-' Avanim (On the Virtue of Stones), a twelfth-century Hebrew lapidarium composed by Berakhyah Ben Natronai ha-Nakdan, which describes the virtues of 72 stones, in which the names of the stones are given in Old French (Bos and Zwink, in press). 9 5. The use of yod for a in Latin or Romance languages is-to our knowledge-not documented and seems improbable. 6. Cf. Kramer and Kowallik 1994:xiv. As is generally known, and in contrast to other Romance languages, Judeo-Spanish has a special status, since it has been spoken outside Spain since the end of the sixteenth century by the Jews who were expelled from Spain and who settled in the region of the former Ottoman Empire. (Oesterreicher 1896; Katzenellenbogen 1933; Kiwitt 2001) , continues to be the focus of several current projects (Zaun 2002; Zwink 2005; Zwink 2006 ). 9. This edition, as well as the projects discussed in the publications by Bos and Mensching mentioned in note 7, was funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
It is important to note here that the idea of a Jewish-French language, originally proposed by Blondheim (1925) , has since been rejected by most Romance philologists (cf. Banitt 1963 and Sala 1998:373) . 10 We agree with the general assessment that so-called Judeo-French is not a separate language, but is rather identical to the French dialects spoken (both by Christians and by Jews) in the regions where these texts were written.
In the glossary, the Hebrew transcription of the French lexical items follows, by and large, the graphical tradition of the Tosafi sts, Medieval Rabbis who wrote critical and explanatory glosses on the Talmud. This tradition dates back to the famous Bible and Talmud commentator Rabbi Solomon Ben Isaac, universally known as Rashi (1040 Rashi ( -1105 , who lived and worked in Troyes. In his commentary, Rashi added French glosses, i.e., translations of diffi cult Aramaic and Hebrew words into the La'az (i.e., 'vulgar language', pl. Le'azim) . 11 This convention of giving vernacular explanatory glosses in La'az 12 in the cited graphical tradition is also followed in the Parma glossary. Details of the spellings of Old and Middle French terms in Hebrew characters may be found in Brandin's edition of Gershom's glosses (1901:62-75) and in studies of the medical compilation, Fevres (Kiwitt 2001:18-24; Zwink 2005; Zwink 2006: 251-253) .
2. The passages on unclean animals in Leviticus and Deuteronomy. According to Yerkes (1923) , 13 Leviticus 11 and Deuteronomy 14 contain almost identical lists of animals, divided into clean animals, which may be eaten without incurring taboo, and unclean animals, which may not. With two exceptions, the names in the glossary belong to a third group identifi ed by Yerkes, which contains twenty names of unclean fl ying creatures, mostly birds, but including as well the bat . The relevant Biblical passages are given in Hebrew below, followed by the version from the Vulgate:
10. In the FEW, variants taken from French glosses in Hebrew transcription (cf. above), are cited as " jud.-fr." We take this to mean that the variants at issue are documented in French texts written in Hebrew letters. 11. The word La'az was already used in the Mishna (the fi rst written form of the orally transmitted Torah, established between 70 and 200 CE, forming the basis of the Talmud) to designate a "barbarous" (i.e., non-Hebrew) language, and in particular, Greek. In the Middle Ages, Greek was the vernacular language of Jews living in Palestine. During this period, the term La'az also began to refer to Romance languages, which were adopted by the Jews of the diaspora. An early documentation of the extension of meaning to a Romance language is found in Rashi, who used the term La'az to designate the French dialect of the southern Champagne. For a detailed discussion of the history, denotation, and connotation of this term, see Aslanov 2001:108-114. 12. The glosses are edited in Darmesteter and Blondheim 1929. 13. Yerkes (1923) attempts to reconstruct a list of animals that was the common basis of the two Bible passages, to identify the animals, and, to determine the criteria of uncleanness which made these animals taboo for eating. In the Parma glossary, the animals are listed in the same order as in the Biblical passages. However, 'oReB 'raven' (Lev. 11:15) is missing, and two names are added: DYYH 'bird of prey ' (Deut. 14:13) and NS . 'falcon' (13) (Lev. 11:16) . 14 'WRB 'raven' comes toward the end of the list (no. 21); it seems that it was unintentionally omitted and inserted later. After the raven, three more animals are added, namely, Q`WWYS . ', T . LP', ). The Table of Concordances contains our readings of the French lexical items, which we discuss in section three. 15 The numbers in the fi rst column indicate the order of the lexical items in the Parma glossary (the same order is used in section three); the symbol ' after the number refers to additional lexical items which occur only in the Biblical passage and not in the glossary.
The same animals appear in the list of unclean birds discussed in the Babylonian Talmud, tractate H . ullin (Tosafot on tbH . ullin), 16 chapter 3 (fols. 61a-65a), which interprets the Biblical expression "after its kind" (juxta genus suum in the Vulgate) in Leviticus 11 as referring to yet another four related species; thus it mentions explicitly twenty-four unclean birds: "There is a tradition that there are twenty-four species of unclean birds" (fol. 61b). The Hebrew names of the birds in these lists are uncertain; in many cases the species to which they refer is unclear. The glosses and the commentary literature refl ect this uncertainty: at times the same term is given several different interpretations.
As reference works, we have selected the standard dictionary by Koehler-Baumgartner (1994 -2000 for the modern scientifi c interpretation of these ancient names; the smaller lexicon by Gesenius (1987) for the Biblical terminology; and, from among the specialized literature on the animals of the Bible, the monograph by Feliks (1962) . In several cases we refer as well to Lewysohn's Zoologie des Talmuds (1858) , which, though written in the nineteenth century, still offers a rich source of information, especially with regard to the Hebrew terms, their vernacular interpretations in the Rabbinic sources, and the traditions connected with them. For the French lexicon, we have systematically consulted the Altfranzösis-ches Wörterbuch (T-L, Tobler-Lommatzsch 1925 -1976 , the Französisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch (FEW, Wartburg 1928 -2003 , Greimas' Dictionnaire d'ancien français (2004) , and the Dictionnaire étymologique de l 'ancien 14. Note that according to the Talmud, had (D'H) and hya ('YH) designate the same animal as hyd (DYH). We may suppose that the latter was added here for this reason. Nevertheless, three different Romance bird names are given for the words at issue. For further discussion, see section three, nos. 4 to 6, and section four, no. 37. Furthermore, according to some Bible manuscripts, the second word added here, Xn (NS . ), occurs almost immediately after hyd (DYH), in Deut. 14:14, together with brvi ('WRB), the word which was suppressed here. For the omission of this word in some (early) Greek translations, see Yerkes 1923:13-14. 15. The Latin correspondences refl ect the order in which these appear in the Vulgate, and not necessarily the meaning of the Hebrew terms. 16. H . ullin is one of the 63 tractates in which the Talmud is divided; Tosafot are medieval commentaries on the Talmud, more precisely additional explanations to the talmudic commentary of Rashi; "tb" stands for Talmud Bavli, i.e., the Babylonian Talmud.
français (DEAF, Baldinger 1993-) . 17 The French terms were also compared to glosses in other editions of the French Bible in Hebrew transcription, especially Rashi (Darmesteter-Blondheim 1929) , revised, with commentary, by Catane (1984) and Greenberg (1989) .
3. Glossary, with commentary. The Parma glossary is reproduced here in its original wording in Hebrew characters (the numbering has been added). Our commentary follows the text. Citations of the standard works mentioned in the previous paragraph are given here in abbreviated form, eliminating the repetition of dates. (Lewysohn 191 and 164-165 'falcon'; Jastrow 1950:228) , and is translated by the editors as 'épervier'. In tbH . ullin 42a it appears as an explanation of Hebrew sgh tsvrd, i.e., "clawed by a falcon" (Soncino Babylonian Talmud); see also Catane (2088) : ostoir (as a synonym of lvdg Xn, i.e., a large falcon or sparrow hawk; cf. no. 7). For a detailed discussion, see especially Lewysohn 191 .
The Vulgate (see section two) has gryphis for PRS, following the tradition of the Greek translation (Yerkes 1923:10-11) . In the Parma manuscript, OFr. grifon occurs in the next entry (no. 3); most probably, the two terms have been confused and 'WŠT . WYYR is to be interpreted as a translation of 'WZNYH. Since one of its meanings is 'osprey', it may be that (h)ostoir represents (by confusion) OFr. *ospreit (see Livingston 1943:94, who reports a similar case of confusion in Middle English). Hebrew 'WZNYYH, ' an unclean bird', varying in its interpretation as 'sea eagle, osprey, black vulture or the bearded vulture' (Koehler-Baumgartner 810); Feliks 69: 'black vulture'. GRYPWN: OFr. grifon, name of the fabulous griffon (half eagle, half lion; cf. DEAF G:1385; T-L 4:661; FEW 4:297b; Greimas 300a), which is also mentioned in Lev. 11:13 and Deut. 14:12, in the Septuagint and in the Vulgate. According to this tradition, however, the griffon corresponds to PRS (see no. 2).
Nvpyrg hyynzvi 'WZNYYH GRYPWN
GRYPWN appears in and Catane (2078) . For the characteristics of this legendary animal, see also the commentator's gloss at the end of the manuscript (section four). The term is present in Tosafot on tbH . ullin 42a: "to exclude [items made from] birds, like the claws of the GRYPWN from which items are made." : 'əŠQoWP' [sic] (escofl e, escofre) 'kite, écoufl e, espèce de milan', which is, however Rashi's explanation of the Hebrew word in no. 2 (PRS). However, the identifi cation with 'kite' is attested elsewhere (Yerkes 1923:12) and is also present in the Vulgate (see section two). '. FEW (1:581a) gives the Old Walloon bube along with the reduplicated forms in Mod. Fr. bobout (Grenoble), boubote (Besançon), and perhaps even more interesting, because they match the form in the manuscript, the variants bobert (Lorraine) and bubert (Luxembourgeois; FEW 1:581b). Since bubo is present in the Vulgate (Lev. 11:17) , and since there seems to exist a tradition according to which a kind of owl is mentioned at this place (noctua in the Vulgate, see section two; cf. Yerkes 1923:15), it is quite possible that a variant along the lines of the cited dialect forms is intended here. Greenberg (53) and , which is also cited in FEW. 21 Note that the Hebrew word 'T . LP (no. 20) traditionally carries two meanings: (1) 'bat' (for references and discussion, see no. 20), and (2) 'mole' (Lewysohn 102ff) . 22 We thus suppose that our author was infl uenced by this double meaning, which he transferred to the vernacular term, or possibly that Hebrew 'T . LP YGWYYŇ 'H. 23 For the identifi cation, see Rashi (Berliner 1905:231; Chavel 1982:347) : "This is a white bird of prey, S . YGWNY'." 18. Nvhvh hpnah H'NPH HWHWN Hebrew'NPH: unclean bird, possibly 'clover' or 'cormorant' (KoehlerBaumgartner 72) ; Feliks 84: 'heron, bittern'. According to Yerkes (1923:22) , the addition "after its kind" indicates that it is a generic term in Hebrew and that, according ' (T-L 4:1221 , 1229 FEW 14:57b) . The form appears only in French texts in Hebrew transcription; see HYRWP ', HRWPə' in Greenberg (52) , which he transcribes as herup(p)e. For the identifi cation of the two terms, see Rashi (Berliner 1905:231; Chavel 1982:347) : "the DWKYPT is HRWP' in the vernacular"; see also Lewysohn (267 (points 148 and 128) . The variants are documented for the departement Marne (Champagne). These hypotheses presuppose, however, that the spelling with initial Q` is an error (see no. 14).
havam hyah H'YH M'W'H
Rashi (Berliner 1905:232; Chavel 1982:348) explains 'NQH as HRYS . WN; cf. also Greenberg (53) HeRiYS . WoN, which is transcribed as hériz . on ('hedgehog') .
aple tmwnt TNŠMT T . LP'
Hebrew TNŠMT: possibly some kind of owl, more specifi cally, 'night-owl' (Koehler-Baumgartner 1765); Feliks 73: 'barn screech-owl'. According to Yerkes (1923:20) , TNŠMT is mentioned among the unclean animals (Lev.
11:30). It is translated into Greek as a a ' spa V lax 'mole' (see also the Vulgate translation talpa in the Table of Concordances, and entry no. 14).
T . LP':
OFr. talpe (var. taupe), generally 'mole' (Talpa L.) (cf. T-L 10:142; FEW 13-1:61b; Greimas 577a); for the identifi cation, see no. 14. L'] : most likely OFr. mostele / mo(u)stoile 'weasel (genus Mustela)', 'beech marten (Martes foina)' (cf. T-L 6:328; FEW 6-2:268b; Greimas 398b). Also Greenberg (53) MWŠT . eYYLə', where the spelling with -YY-suggests a diphthong (musteile as documented in T-L 6:329). For the identifi cation, see Rashi (Berliner 1905:232; Chavel 1982:348) : MWŠT . YLH: HHLD (i.e., "mostele is the HLD"); also the Vulgate, which translates the term as mustela (see section two).
alewva dlvc
4. Notes on the commentary. Following the list of animal names, the manuscript contains a short explanatory text (also on fol. 108r). This 26. The etymology of (rèn) kóràs could not be determined.
passage may be understood as a kind of midrashic interpretation, i.e., a rabbinical commentary, in particular of the homiletical or aggadic type, which was concerned with illustrating or explaining mostly non-legal texts in an edifying manner, making use of multiple sources. At the beginning of the text, the author states that he wants to "give the reasons." As becomes evident from the text, these are mostly reasons for the animal names, with the exception of the fi rst item. Here the author quotes Genesis 44:12, "beginning with the oldest," where 'oldest' (lvdg) means, literally, 'largest', but also 'mightiest' or 'strongest'. 27 Thus, the passage in the Parma glossary most likely means that the eagle is mentioned fi rst because it is the mightiest animal, following the tradition of beginning with the oldest or mightiest. Most of the commentaries, however, give a (mostly pseudo-) etymological 28 explanation. For example, entry no. 7 states that the hawk or falcon is called Xn (NS . ) because it throws off its feathers (NS . WT, from NS . H 'feather'). As an additional explanation, the author, referring to Numbers 21:8, 29 derives the word from sn (NS) 'signal, fl ag, standard' (maybe thinking of an Egyptian Horus standard or other kinds of symbols involving birds), though it is spelled with an entirely different sibilant, and has an entirely different etymology. Another midrashic explanation concerns the term D'H '(red) kite ' (no. 4) . In this case, the interpretation is based on a variant reading of the term, namely, R'H, appearing in Deut. 14:13, but considered a spelling error (Gesenius 736a; Yerkes 1923:12) . Since R'H is related to the root meaning 'to see ', tbH . ullin 63b states that the bird at issue is so called because it can see very keenly. 30 Our author applies this explanation to D'H without any further explanation.
Our commentary is appended to the edition and English translation of this brief explanatory text. We do not offer an exhaustive study here, but concentrate on points of the text that we feel are most relevant to the fi eld of Romance philology.
27. When looking for the silver cup that Joseph had hidden in Benjamin's sack, "he [i.e., the steward] searched, beginning with the oldest and ending with the youngest; and the goblet turned up in Benjamin's bag" (Tanakh 1985 Yerkes (1923:13) : "The Talmud, after a long discussion, comes to the conclusion that had (D'H), har (R'H), hyd (DYH), and hya ('YH) are four different names for one and the same bird. The meaning of the name, however, is explained only from the second word: he is said to have such a keen vision that he can see a carcass in Palestine."
Translation. The author comments on only seventeen of the twentyfour lexical entries listed in the glossary (section three); nos. 8, 10, 14, 21, 22, 23 , and 24 are not mentioned. 31, 32 And now I will give the reasons [for their names]:
1. NŠR AYGL' because it is the king of the birds 33 as it is written (cf. ' (B-KNP-Y-H, literally, 'with-wing-plural-her') contains the substring PYH, but it seems quite possible that the line originally read something like: TLP PY'H is a bird that is so called because it fl ies with its wings (KNPYH). This seems a probable solution, given that the author/commentator generally tries to give etymologies for the Hebrew animal names, and on some occasions, he gives similar kinds of explanations for the Romance terms by reducing them to similarities to the sound or spelling of Hebrew words and phrases. This is the case in no. 13, where S . W'T . ' (for süete 'owl') is explained by the Hebrew S . W 'QT' 'she cries'. Similarly, it seems that no. 9, BWWRT . (for bobert, probably a derivation from Latin bubo 'eagle owl'), is explained by the Hebrew H . BRWT, i.e., 'the companions' (towards whom this bird behaves maliciously). The only case in which a Romance etymology is given for a Romance term is no. 2, where the author tries to explain ostoir by relating it to 'WST . RYQ', designating an unidentifi ed country (*austrique or the like, probably related to OFr. austre 'south (wind)'; cf. FEW 25-2:1065a; T-L 1:685); the author establishes a parallel to the explanation of the Hebrew srp (PRS) with the origin of the bird in Persia.
In general, the contribution of this text to the elucidation of the Romance words in the list is rather scant. Only in no. 5 does the commentary offer a clue to the Hebrew word at issue: YYH has been translated by M'W'H (mave) sea-gull', the reason being that in the text, the 'YYH is considered to be an animal that lives in the coastlands.
Finally, one new French word comes forth in the rather cryptic passage in no. 7, where it is stated that the falcon or hawk throws off its feathers in a cage, which is called M'W'H. The passage seems to be corrupt at fi rst sight, since we have just confi rmed that M'W'H is best read mave, i.e., 'sea-gull'. The solution, however, lies in falconry, where moulting birds are put into a special cage, called mew in English. The English word (Middle English meue) derives from OFr. müe 'cage for moulting On the whole, the Romance linguistic material cannot be clearly assigned to a specifi c French dialect. At fi rst glance, one might attribute this to the fact that the date of the manuscript is relatively late (as stated in the introduction, the thirteenth century is the terminus ante quem non), when French documents of all regions began to approximate the dialect of the Ile-de-France (cf. Pope 1952:33) . However, these tendencies towards linguistic uniformity apply to the Christian scriptae traditions using the Latin alphabet and can hardly be applied to the "parallel" Romance scriptae based on the Hebrew alphabet. The reason lies rather in the fact that the Hebrew transcription of French does not allow us to draw definite conclusions concerning pronunciation, especially the pronunciation of vowels. The glossary is not vocalized (the single exception being no. 7, rv 2 r@ p4 w4 a2 ('eŠPReWeR) 'sparrow hawk', suggesting a variant *esprever, which cannot, however, be assigned to a specifi c dialect). Nonetheless the Parma manuscript contains two items, fi rst documented in our text, that indicate a probable origin in an eastern French territory. 43 The fi rst is BWWRT . 'eagle owl ' (no. 9) , which has been tentatively identifi ed as bobert (var. bubert). The FEW documents these variants for the (modern) Lorraine and Luxembourgeois dialects. The second is M'W'H 'cage for moulting ' (no. 5) , which may correspond to (modern) Walloon mauwe.
A term that is worth a closer look is the Romance word HYRWP' (no. 19) 'hoopoe'. This form is not attested in current dictionaries of Old French, where we have only upupe or hup(p)e (see the references at no. 19). The perfectly matching variant herup(p)e is only documented in the glosses of Rashi. Since the idea of a special Judeo-French language has proven to be untenable, this form might correspond rather to a Jewish-French scripta tradition, an aspect which, as far as we know, has yet to be studied thor-42. FEW 6-2:286b: "mue f. 'grande cage où l'on met un oiseau quand il mue (t. de fauconnerie)' (seit Chrestien)." 43. If the hypothesis offered for entry no. 22 is well-founded (viz., that QWWYS . ' is related to French (rèn) kóràs 'little green frog'), then here we would have a third indication of a possible text origin; the ALF gives this form as a variant, from the departement Marne in the region of Champagne, that is, yet again the provenance is eastern France.
oughly. It seems more probable, however, that this spelling was copied from Rashi or from a source based on Rashi's glosses, and in fact we have seen (section three) that most of the meanings assigned to the Hebrew animal names, and often their Romance equivalents as well, may be traced back to Rashi himself or to the Tosafot, and are frequently found in the compilations of glosses edited by Darmesteter and Blondheim (1929) and Greenberg (1989) . It seems that the author tries to offer an original solution only when the Talmud and related Jewish traditions or texts did not provide any interpretation, or at least not a uniform one. In such cases, he only rarely resorted to the Vulgate tradition, a procedure that is recognizable in no. 9, where he interprets TH . MS as 'owl'. In most other cases, the Hebrew-French synonymies can be shown to be based on the author's own pseudo-etymological explanations (see section four). We see this clearly in , , , and . We may suspect that this is also the case for RH . M (no. 16), interpreted as rossignol instead of the standard gloss vulture. The nightingale has always been a highly symbolic bird, strongly connected to love and related concepts in Antiquity and in the Medieval Christian tradition (cf. Pfeffer 1985) . Thus, the etymology that the author gives for RH . M ('because she was created to [. . .] and to console [NH . M] and have mercy') might have led the commentator to assume that this bird must be the nightingale. The reasoning behind other synonymies, among them, ŠH . P-moison (no. 10) and Q 'T-arondele (no. 15) , remain obscure. In summary, the text contains quite a number of puzzles, only a few of which we hope to have unravelled in the present article.
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